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Dublin has become one of the most vibrant, multicultural cities 
in Europe. It brims with energy, humour and culture. But it has its 
problems.

Our cities are snarled up with traffic. Cars produce emissions 
which are not good for our health.  Each year 1,200 people die in 
Ireland from illness associated with poor air quality. Half of these 
are caused by car exhausts.

Dublin is also a costly city – and not just for the high rents. Public 
transport is expensive. You can pay more than €2.50 for a cup 
of coffee, just to sit down. Mobile phone companies charge too 
much for access to wi-fi. Tickets for concerts are far higher than 
elsewhere. A night out can cost a fortune.

Dublin has also become a dirty city with some backstreets 
becoming dumping grounds for waste.

However, these problems are all surmountable.

We need a left-wing city council that is willing to bring change. It 
won’t be easy because we are currently run by people who think 
of the city as just a market place for business. Change will mean 
standing up to an unelected city manager who controls our local 
authorities.

Every minute of every day smoke belches out from the Poolbeg 
incinerator, despite the fact that the people of Dublin never 
wanted it. 
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Unelected officials pushed through a secret deal with Covanta 
to set it up – despite the fact that 52 out of 54 councillors voted 
against it. It was a dramatic illustration of who runs this city.

We cannot allow this type of undemocratic control to continue – 
and People Before Profit is pledged to fight it.

A left-wing city council will fight the Fine Gael dominated central 
government for more resources and in some cases changes to 
the law. A left wing council will not just pass resolutions behind 
closed doors. It will mobilise the citizens through a movement of 
people power to bring change. 
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TRANSPORT
Invest in the bus service and suburban rail – move to a free 
service

There are fewer than 1,000 buses operating in Dublin. Fares are too high 
and many buses are over-crowded. We need to both increase the bus 
fleet and cut the fares. People Before Profit will fight for an immediate 
reduction of all fares to €1. We will seek a massive expansion of the bus 
fleet and move to a fare-free policy throughout Dublin.

Create proper cycle ways
We need safe cycle ways with soft barriers to separate them from cars 
and pedestrians.

Make more free bicycles available
For a limited deposit, people should be able to pick up a bicycle and 
return it to a different space. We aim to expand the free bike scheme, run 
by the council itself.

Reduce car usage
Ireland is a car-dependent society because many people have little 
confidence that they can get to work on time using public transport. Half 
a million of Ireland’s 2 million cars are located in Dublin. Following proper 
investment in public transport and bicycles, we will start to restrict car 
usage in the city. This will reduce congestion and improve air quality.

Here are some of the policies People Before Profit will seek to 
pursue.
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AIR & WATER QUALITY
Clean air
We have a right to clean air to stop premature deaths. However, nitrogen 
dioxide levels in parts of Dublin are close to unsafe levels.  We want more 
monitoring stations and rapid action where limits are breached.

Switch on smart lights
There are parts of the city where few people walk after dark. We can 
install smart lighting that uses less energy and still lights up the area.

Save our sea
Keep public access to the sea, ensuring real-time monitoring of the 
water quality. Invest in waste water treatment facilities.
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ARTS & CULTURE
A monthly late-open culture night
We want working people to have greater access to culture. On the first 
Thursday of each month, we want galleries, artists’ studios and cultural 
spaces to open late and run free events. This scheme would be 
coordinated by the local authority in cooperation with the cutural sector.

Publicly-run, subsidised artists’ studio spaces in city centre 
locations. 
We want to use vacant sites to create arts studios that encourage 
community participation.

Community mural schemes
We can brighten up our city with murals. We need more commissioned 
murals and free-space art walls where people can experiment with their 
own designs.
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STREET LIFE
Free Wi-Fi
You should not have to go to Starbucks to get free Wi-Fi. Free Wi-Fi 
should be made available in Dublin city centre and in all council and 
state public parks managed by the Office of Public Works (Stephen’s 
Green, War Memorial Garden, Phoenix Park and St Enda’s).

Drinking fountains
We want to end dependence on bottled water in plastic containers 
which have an adverse effect on our environment and human health. 
We want drinking fountains in areas of heavy footfall.

Street furniture
We need more benches around the city to encourage peopel to utilise 
public space.
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Parks and parklets 
Dublin needs more green spaces. Planning standards recommend 
devoting 15-20% of the land in cities to open green spaces. Phoenix Park 
is clearly a large open space – but smaller open spaces are needed in 
built up areas. Currently, Dublin City Council appears to have an ‘in-fill’ 
approach to new housing but this sometimes involves taking away green 
spaces from neighbourhoods, as occurred at Weaver Square in the 
Liberties.

Create urban living rooms
We need to restore a sense of community to break down social isolation. 
We will create ‘urban living rooms’ which are places where people can sit 
down and chat to strangers.

Shopping centres as public realms 
The owners of shopping centres treat these venues as their own private 
property and only allow non-commercial communications to passers-
bye at their whim. We shall insist that entrances to these centres become 
part of a public realm open to all citizens.
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Build public housing on public land
Local authorities and state agencies own a vast amount of 
land around the city. But Fine Gael want to hand it over to 
private developers who will charge high prices for homes. This 
should be resisted. Public land should be used to build social 
and affordable housing at cheaper rates.

Stop rising rents
Fine Gael have deliberately allowed rents to rise so that they 
now consume nearly half of many people’s weekly income. 
People Before Profit councillors will back up any tenant 
fighting evictions. We shall mount a city wide campaign for 
reductions in rents and for rent controls.

Vacant property and sites
Vacant sites worth more than €400 million have been identified 
at 114 locations across Dublin city and county – and this is an 
underestimate. People Before Profit would impose compulsory 
purchase orders on many of these vacant sites –and use it for 
public and affordable housing.

Give Council tenants their rights
Dublin City Council treats its tenants with contempt, failing to 
deal, for example, with dampness in flat complexes. We will 
establish an independent complaints agency to give tenants a 
right to appeal over the head of their landlords. We will 
increase the maintenance staff and produce a proper charter 
for tenants’ rights.

Stop gentrification 
The south and north inner city areas are being saturated with 
apartments, hotels and student accommodation with little or 
no social and affordable homes. Local people are being driven 
out of the city for the sake of profit. Dublin’s inner city will be 
a dead zone except for tourism in the next decade. We will put 
a halt to this policy and re-generate inner city council property.
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LEISURE
Children’s play areas
A recent study ranked children’s mobility in Ireland in 12th place out 
of 16 countries, and found that only 17% of children surveyed walk to 
school compared to 47% in 1981. Children have less free areas to play 
in because the city is shaped by profit and designed for cars. Planning 
must be linked to the provision of more playgrounds and more informal 
spaces for play.

Allotments and community vegetable gardens
Where any waste land is identified, it must be made available for public 
allotments to allow those without their own gardens to grow fruit, 
vegetables, and other plants.

Dog runs
Create special dog runs in designated public parks.

Cycle green ways
Create a special Dublin Bay route from Howth to Bray. Create a Liffey 
route from Dublin Bay to Lucan as part of a programme of cycle routes.

Save our public swimming pools
Dublin City Council is systematically running down public swimming 
pools. A recently refurbished city centre pool, The Markievicz, is due for 
demolition to make way for Metro link. People Before Profit will save 
these pools.

Public gyms
Why should you have to pay over €500 a year to exercise? People 
Before Profit want more indoor public gyms. Free open air gym facilities 
should also be provided in many of our parks.
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A SOCIAL 
ECONOMY

Community working hubs, run under local libraries
There’s a trend for ‘co-working spaces’ for freelance workers, where 
they rent a desk in a shared office for a large fee. We could offer a 
public version of this in city centres, with membership attached to 
library membership and the booking system for a work space the same 
as for library computers.

Encourage co-operatives
Why should care of the elderly be handed over to the franchised 
operations of large US multinationals? We will encourage the formation 
of locally based co-operatives to care for the elderly in their area and 
get the contracts from the HSE to do so.
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WORKERS’ RIGHTS
Support workers’ struggles
The city council will not stay neutral when its worker citizens are forced 
to do battle with big corporations. We shall open council buildings to 
help them co-ordinate and organise their struggle. 

No favours for anti-union business
People Before Profit want to make Dublin a union town. We will not 
facilitate big companies with planning permission, when they make 
workers redundant in order to facilitate property speculation.

No tenders for non-union firms
Dublin City Council gives out a large number of tenders – for council 
housing maintenance, for example – to firms which do not respect 
workers’ rights. People Before Profit will hire more council staff and 
bring work in-house. There will be a workers rights clause in any 
other tenders to ensure that employees can join a union, have proper 
contracts and there is no bogus self-employment.
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WASTE
Annual waste collection
Dublin’s councils should organise an annual ‘big waste collection’ 
for recyclable furniture and make it available free for those who 
need it. 

Smart bins 
We need more smart bins around the city that can use solar 
power to decompose waste.

Take bin collection back into control of the council
The privatisation of the bin service is a disaster. Waste companies 
are charging high prices – then dodging their tax obligation by 
locating in the Isle of Man. Waste is being dumped around the 
city by those who cannot afford to pay, creating a health hazard. 
It needs to be brought back under public ownership.

Make Dublin plastic-free 
Ban single-use plastic in all public buildings. Impose special rate 
charges on supermarkets who use needless plastic wrapping.
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RATES & FINANCE
Cut the rates for small business – increase them for the 
big corporations
We need a new commercial rates system that links the rates to 
the profit a business makes. That will cut rates for small business 
and increase them for giant retail outlets like Tesco or Aldi

A tourist levy
Tourists who visit Dublin use its facilities. There should be a small 
levy on tourist accommodation to help fund the city.

No payments for consultants
State agencies including local authorities pay out vast sums for 
‘expert reports’ from consultants. They also pay out to the big 
legal firms. People Before Profit will demand an end to these 
external payments.
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